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We consider the action of a locally compact amenable group as afline 
homeomorphisms of a Choquet simplex A. Theorem 4.2 characterises the extreme 
case the fixed points of A form of a face of A. d 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let d be a convex compact subset of a locally convex Hausdorff space E. 
Denote Y(d) the set of afline continuous one-to-one mappings cp: d H A. A 
representation { cpX, XE G} of a locally compact group G as afftne 
homeomorphisms of A is a mapping x E G H cpr E 4(A) which satisfies: 
- if e is the neutral element of G then cp, is the identical mapping of 
A in itself; 
- ‘pI’py = vpxv for any x, Y E G; 
- the mapping x E G H cpxo is continuous on G for any point w. 
Denote by A, the set of fixed points in A; i.e., A, = {co E A ( cp,w = co, for 
any x E G}. Then A, is a convex compact subset of A. 
A convex subset F of A is called a face of A if for any CL) EF and for any 
~I~,c+EA,~E]O, l[, such that o=;lo,+(l--A)o, one has w,,o~EF 
(see Cl]). In this paper we study the case the set A, of fixed points of A is 
a face of A. An example of this situation is mentioned in Appendix B. 
The main result (Theorem 4.2) is derived under two restrictions. First we 
suppose the locally compact group G is amenable. By [2, Sect. 3.31 the 
group G is amenable if and only if it has the fixed point property: for any 
representation of G in a convex compact set the set A, of fixed point is 
non-empty. Further we need the convex compact set A is a Choquet sim- 
plex: any point o E A is represented by a unique maximal measure /lW on A 
(see [II). 
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The present work started after reading a paper by Ruelle [3], in which 
the same problem is treated in the context of classical statistical mechanics 
of infinite lattice systems. 
As a matter of fact our result can be applied in a situation arising in 
statistical mechanics where the set of equilibrium states is a Choquet sim- 
plex acted upon by a group which invaries the dynamics. This is the subject 
of a fortcoming paper. 
2. W-SLOWLY OSCILLATORY FUNCTIONS 
Let G be a locally compact group. Denote %$9(G) the space of bounded 
continuous complex functions on G. It is a C*-algebra with norm: 
llfll = SUP If( for any f c VS?(G) 
Y6G 
We use the notion of mean on the group G in a restricted way: a mean on 
G is any state on the C*-algebra Q?.!@(G) (and not, e.g., on a sub C*-algebra 
of %9?(G)) (see [4, pp. 1 and 211). 
Let o be a state on a C*-algebra ‘?I. Let A = A* E ‘LI. Then following 
Kadinson and Singer o is called definite on A if o(A2) =u(A)~ (see [4, 
Theorem 41). This inspires the following: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let M be a mean on a locally compact group G. A 
function f E %‘9#(G) is M-definite (or sharply-M-measurable) if
wff) = IWf )I’. 
LEMMA 2.2. A function f E V&l(G) is M-definite if and only if 
Mfg) = M(f) M(g) for any g E QWG) 
Proof. One direction is immediate. The other direction follows from the 
Schwarz-inequality. 
Hence a mean M on G is a character on %9(G) if and only if all 
functions in VBR(G) are M-definite. The set of M-definite functions in 
5999(G) is a norm closed subalgebra of V&?(G). 
For any XEG and SE%?@(G) define z,f~gS#(G) by: (z,f)(y)= 
f(x-- ’ y) for any y E G. A mean M on G is (left) invariant if M(r, f) = M(f) 
for any x E G, f E %9(G). The group G is amenable if there exists an 
invariant mean on G. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let M be an invariant on the locally compact group G. Let 
f E %S#(G). The following are equivalent: 
(4 M(fifi,f) = M(R) for any x E G. 
(b) M(jf-r,fl)=Ofor any XEG. 
(cl M(fzx g) = Wfg) for any x E G, g E Wg(G). 
Proof: (c) * (a) * (b) is immediate. (b) * (c) follows from the Schwarz 
inequality. 
We introduce: 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let M be an invariant mean on a locally compact 
group G. A function f E %‘g(G) is M-slowly oscillating if it satisfies one of 
the equivalent conditions of Lemma 2.3. It is m-slowly oscillating if it is 
M-slowly oscillating for any invariant mean M on G. 
In Appendix A a motivation is given for the name “slowly oscillating.” 
Remark that the set of invariant means M for which a function f is 
M-slowly oscillating is convex compact for the weak-*-topology of the dual 
of Vg(G). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let M be an invariant mean on the locally compact 
group G. Let f E VB(G). 
(a) Iff is M-definite then f is M-slowly oscillating. 
(b) Suppose M is extremally invariant. Then f is M-definite if and only 
iff is M-slowly oscillating. 
(c) f is m-slowly oscillating if and only if f is M-definite for any 
extremally invariant mean on G. 
Proof: (a) is immediate. 
(b) Suppose f is M-slowly oscillating. Let IZ, Z’, 5 be the G.N.S.- 
representation of 999(G) associated with M. Because M is extremally 
invariant and the algebra is commutative, the strongly convex hull 
X=EEiV {Z7(z,f)lxEG} 
contains a multiple 11 of the identity operator II on 2 (see, e.g., [S]). For 
any element A in X one has (At, 5) = M(f) and because f is M-slowly 
oscillating (An(J) 5, {) = M(Jf ). Taking A = 11 one obtains 1= M(f) and 
AM(f) = MCI?-f). H ence M(ff) = IM(f )I*. 
(c) Follows from (b) and the Krein-Milman theorem. 
Remark 2.6. Let G be a locally compact amenable group. A function is 
almost periodic on G if its orbit in V@(G): {r, f ( x E G> is relatively com- 
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pact in the norm topology on %?g(G). It is weakly almost periodic if its 
orbit is relatively compact in the weak topology on %9?(G). On a weakly 
almost periodic function fall invariant means on G coincide. Denote m(,f) 
the mean value of J 
Any weakly almost periodic function .f on G is the direct sum of an 
almost periodic function fi on G and a weakly almost periodic function f2 
on G which satisfies m( IJ;I ‘) = 0; i.e., the function ,f2 is m-slowly oscillating 
with zero mean. In particular an almost periodic function which is 
m-slowly oscillating is constant (see [6, p. 30 Theorem 2.223). 
3. REPRESENTATION IN A COMPACT SET 
Let K be a compact Hausdorff space. Denote M:(K) the set of 
probability measures on K. M,+(K) is convex compact for the weak*- 
topology of the dual of W(K), the C*-algebra of continuous complex 
functions on K. 
Let G be a locally compact amenable group. Let { ~p.~, x E G 1 be a 
representation of G in K; i.e., 
cp;: KM K is continuous for any x E G 
qe is the identity map of K (e is the neutral element of G) 
CP.~ cpv = cp xy for any x, Y E G 
x H q .o is continuous on G for any w E K. 
The measure ALE M:(K) is said to be invariant under the action of the 
group G if ,~(f~ cp,) = I for any x E G, f~ W(K). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let p be an invariant measure on K. The ,following are 
equivalent: 
(a) anytime~=~~,+(l-~“)~,withRE]O,l[,and~,,CLZEM:(K) 
the measures p, and p2 are invariant. 
(b) for any f and g E V(K) one has p(f( g 0 cp ,)) = p(fg) Vx E G. 
Proof: Let I7, J’?“, < be the G.N.S. representation of S’(K) associated 
with p, Because p is invariant the dual action of G on g(K) is unitarily 
implemented in the representation 17, i.e., there exists a unitary represen- 
tation { U,, x E G 1 of G on X which satisfies Z7(fc cp .) = U.,ZZ(f ) CT,* for 
any f E Q?(K), x E G. 
Suppose now p = 1~~ + (I -A) p2. Then by [7, p. 35, Proposition 2.5.11, 
there exists a positive operator A in fl(%(K))” such that pi(f)= 
(ZZ(j) 5, A<) for anyfEV(K). Hence pi is invariant if and only if the vector 
A5 is invariant under the representation { U.,, x E G ). On this way one sees 
condition (a) is fulfilled if and only if the representation { U,V, x E G} is 
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trivial; i.e., U, = II, for any x E G. On the other hand condition (b) can be 
written as 
(n(f) Uxm?) tit) = (U(f) ml t, a for any J g E g(K), x E G. 
Because the vector < is cyclic this is equivalent with U, = 21, for any x E G. 
For any o E K denote f, the closed orbit of w in K. Let M be a mean on 
G. Let o E K. Define a measure pL,y E M:(K) by: 
P:(f) = Wxt--+f(cp.w)) for any f~ V(K). 
Remark that the support of pf is contained in r,,, 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let K, {cp,, x E G) be as above. Let M be a mean on 
G. A point o E K is said to be M-definite (resp. M-slowly, m-slowly 
oscillating) if for any f E q(K) the function x E GM f(q,,) is M-definite 
(resp. M-slowly, m-slowly oscillating). 
The following two lemmas justify this definition: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let w E K. Let M he a mean on G. Then CO is M-definite if 
and only if the measure pCy is a Dirac measure. 
Proof p,” is a Dirac measure if and only if for any f E V(K): 
which is equivalent with M(x~If(cp.,w)l~)= JM(x-f(cp,w)l’ which 
means x- f(cp,o) is M-definite. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let w E K. Let M be an invariant mean on G. The following 
are equivalent :
(a) w is M-slowly oscillating; 
(b) for any convex decomposition ,u,” = A,u, + (1 - 1) pz, ;1 E 10, 1 [ 
p, , p2 E A4: (K) the measures ,u, and ,u2 are invariant under the action of the 
group G on K. 
ProoJ: w is M-slowly oscillating if and only if for any ft g E g(K), x E G 
one has pz(fg) = p,“(f (g 0 cp,)). Hence this lemma follows from 
Lemma 3.1. 
FoIlowing two lemmas are essential: 
LEMMA 3.5. Let w E K. The mapping y,: M++&! with domain the set of 
means M on G is affine continuous for the weak-*-topologies of the duals of 
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%?9QG) resp. Q?(K). The range of y,, is the set of all measures in MT(K) with 
support in r,. 
Proof The mapping y, clearly is affine continuous with range in the 
measures with support in r,. Let p E MT(K). Suppose the support of ,u is 
contained in r,. Denote by B the subset of %g(G): 
Then B is a subalgebra of Va(G) which satisfies: 1 E B and (g E B * g E B). 
Define a positive linear functional M on B by: 
M(XE G+-+f(cp,w)) = u(f ). 
M is well defined because if f, f’ E V(K) with f (cp,o) = f ‘(qD,w) for any 
x E G then f = f’ on r, and hence p(f) = u( f ‘). 
One has M( 1) = 1. By [7, 2.101, M can be extended into a state on 
@B(G), which again we denote M. One has clearly p = FE. Hence p is in 
the range of 7,. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let w E K, Let u E MT (K) with support in r,, . Suppose u is 
invariant for the action of G on K. There exists an invariant mean M on G 
for which ,u = u,“. 
Proof The set of all means M on G for which p = 11,” is convex com- 
pact and non-empty by the foregoing lemma. Moreover this set is invariant 
under the action of the group G. Because G has the fixed point property [2, 
p. 49, 3.31 this set contains at least one invariant element. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let { cpl, XE G) be a representation of an amenable 
locally compact group G in a compact Hausdroff space K (in the sense 
defined in the beginning of this section). Let w E K. The following are 
equivalent :
(a) 0 is m-slowly oscillating; 
(b) the invariant measures on K with support in I-, form a closed face 
of M:(K). 
Proof Follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6. 
Remark 3.8. It is clear from the previous theorems that the closed orbit 
of any point o E K contains a fixed point if and only if o is M-definite for 
some invariant mean M on G. 
Remark 3.9. Recall we say, following Mackey [lo], that a group G acts 
regularly on K iff any ergodic measure has support in the closure of the 
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orbit of a point of K. By [ 11, p. 291 this condition is always fulfilled if K is 
metrisable. Further we say that G acts quasi-regularly on K iff. for each 
ergodic measure on K, there exists a point o E K such that 
support (p) c cOnv {Z-,) 
where ~3% is for the convex closure. 
4. REPRESENTATIONS IN A CONVEX COMPACT SET 
Let G be a locally compact amenable group. Let A be a convex compact 
subset of a locally convex Hausdorff space E. Let { ~p.~, x E G} be a 
representation of G as affme homeomorphisms of A. (See the Introduction.) 
A, denotes the set of fixed points of A. 
LEMMA 4.1. The following are equivalent: 
(a) A, is a face of A. 
(b) Any measure u E MT (A) representing a point of A, has support in 
A G. 
(c) Any measure ,u E MT (A) representing a point of A, is invariant. 
Proof: For the equivalence of (a) and (b) see [ 1, p. 48, 
Proposition 5.191. 
(b) C- (c) is trivial. 
(c)+(a). Let PEA,. Suppose p=k0,+(1-l)o,, A~]0,1[, 
ol, o2 E K. Let pL1 and p2 be the Dirac measures representing w, resp. w2. 
Then by (c) the measure 1~~ + (1 - A) pz is invariant. In particular the sup- 
port {oi, w2} of this measure is invariant under the action of G. For the 
same reason the set {A*u, + (1-A’) Q, c+} is an invariant subset of A. 
We conclude O,E A,. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be a simplex. Let { cpX, x E G} be a representation of 
a locally compact amenable group G as affine homeomorphisms of A. 
The following are equivalent: 
(a) the set A, of fixed points of A is a face of A; 
(b) the invariant measures on A form a face of MT (A); 
(c) any point o E A is m-slowly oscillating, and G acts regularly on A. 
Proof (a)=(b). The mapping p-r(u) which maps any measure 
p E MC (A) into the point r(p) E A represented by p is afline. By Lemma 4.1 
any measure in the inverse image of A, through this mapping is invariant. 
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Because the inverse image of a face through an afftne mapping is a face (b) 
follows. 
(b) = (a). From (b) follows the invariant maximal measures form a face 
in the convex set of maximal measures on A. Because a maximal measure 
on the simplex A is invariant if and only if the represented point is 
invariant and because the mapping o E A -+ fi, E M:(A), the maximal 
measure representing o, is afftne there follows A, is a face of A. The 
equivalence of (b) and (c) follows from Theorem 3.7 and regular action of 
G. 
Remark 4.3. The supposition A is a simplex in foregoing theorem only 
is used to prove implication (b) S- (a). An example given in Appendix B 
shows (b) Z- (a) does not hold for any compact convex set. 
Remark 4.4. We can see that the three conditions of Theorem 4.2 are 
also equivalent to the following (d) (resp. (e)). Any point OE A is m-slowly 
oscillating and G acts quasi-regularly on K (resp. on E(A)). 
Proof. Clearly (c)*(d)=-(e). Now (a) is equivalent to the fact that 
the set A” of invariant maximal (in the sense of Choquet) probability 
measures on A be a face of the set A of all maximal probability measures 
on A. 
Let p be an extremal element of M”. Because &l is a face of the set of all 
probability measures, ,u is ergodic with support in d(A) (by maximality). 
From (e) it follows that 
support (p) c 6(A) n COnV (f ,,,) c r,, 
where r, is the closure of the orbit of o and cOnv is for the convex closure. 
Therefore p is a Dirac measure again by Theorem 3.7 and because &I is a 
face of the set of all probability measures on A. It follows that AC is a face 
by straightforward argument. 
APPENDIX A 
Let G be an infinite discrete group. Suppose G is amenable. Define a 
class Y of subsets of G by: 
DEFINITION A.l. A subset S of G belongs to Y if for any finite subset K 
of G there exists an x E G such that xK c S, (xK z { xy 1 y E K). 
PROPOSITION A.2. Let f be a bounded real function on G. Let 1 E iw. For 
any E>O denote S,= (xEGI If(x)-A( <E}. 
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The following are equivalent: 
(a) there exists an invariant mean M on G such that M(f) = 1 and 
such that f is M-definite; 
(b) S,EY for any E>O; 
(c) A belongs to the closure of the set {T’, f ) x E G 1 ,for the topology of 
pointwise convergence on V@(G). 
Proof The equivalence of (b) and (c) is straightforward. 
(a) j (b). Let E > 0. Let x, and x2 be the characteristic functions of the 
sets {xEGjf(x)>1+s}resp. {xEGjf(x)<A-.s}.OnehasX,f-(A+&) 
x, ~0. Hence M(X,(f -A-c))aO. But M(X, f)=AM(X,) by condition (a). 
Hence -EM(x,) b 0. This implies M(x,) = 0. In the same way one shows 
M(x2) = 0. It follows now from [2, p. 91, Lemma A.1.23, that S, E Y. 
(b) 3 (a). Let E > 0. Denote xE the characteristic function of the set S,. 
By [2, p. 91, Lemma A.1.23, there exists an invariant mean M on which 
satisfies M,(x,) = 1. The family {M,; 1 E > 0) contains a w*-converging sub- 
net if F tends to zero. Let M = w* lim,, _ ~ ME”. Because IIx,(f -A)11 dc one 
obtains (M,(f) - II < E and hence M(f) = 1. Let g be a bounded positive 
function on G. Then IM,(fg) - AV,:(g)l = lM,(~,,(,f- A) g)( 6 EM,(g). 
Hence M(fg) = I,M( g). This shows .f is M-definite. 
Foregoing proposition gives on an explicit way a characterisation of 
M-definite functions using the result of [2]. In the general situation we 
obtain the following: 
PROPOSITION A.3. Let G be a 1ocall.y compact amenable group. Let 
f E %?B(G). Let I. E R. The following are equivalent: 
(a) There exists an invariant mean M on G for ti.hich .f’ is M-definite 
and one has M(f) = 3.. 
(b) The constant 3, belongs to the closure of the set {T, ,f I x E G} for 
the topology of pointwise convergence on %49(G). 
Proof: Let K be the closure of {r* f Ix E G} for the topology of 
pointwise convergence on %‘g(G). Then K is compact for this topology. 
The proposition now follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5. 
DEFINITION A.4. A sequence {x,, n E N } of real numbers is slowly 
oscillating if for any E > 0 there exists an NE N and a 6 > 0 such that for all 
n, m > N with n < m <n( 1 + 6) one has Ix,, - x,1 <E (see, e.g., [S]). 
LEMMA AS. Let f be a bounded real function on H. Suppose the sequen- 
ces f (n), n E N and f ( -n), n E N are slowly oscillating. Then the function f is 
m-slowly oscillating. 
409 II? I-19 
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Proof: Let m E N. Then If’(n) - f(n) - f(n - m)l G Ilfll If(n) - 
f(n -m)l <E Ilfll, if (nl is large enough. Hence M(f2 -fr,f) = 0 for any 
invariant mean M on G. This proves f is m-slowly oscillating. 
Define a functionfon Z by: 
f(n)= 1 if 3aE N s.t. InI = 10” 
f(n)=0 otherwise. 
Then the function f is m-slowly oscillating but not slowly oscillating. 
APPENDIX B 
In this appendix two examples are considered. 
Let R and Z denote the real line resp. the set of integers. Consider R” 
provided with the product topology. Define A c RB by: 
x,3OforanynEZand c x,<l 
n E L 
Then A is the direct sum in the sense of [9, p. 18.041 of the trivial sim- 
plexes { 1 } in each copy of R. Hence A is a compact simplex. The extremal 
points of A are (..., O,O, 0 ,...) and {~,,=d,,~}~~ h for any PEZ (see [9]). In 
particular it follows that A is a Bauer simplex. 
Define a linear operator T: iW’+-+ !R” by T(x,), = (x,, ,)n. Then T is a 
invertible affine continuous mapping of A in itself. The only fixed point of 
A is (..., 0, 0, 0 ,... ). Hence an example is yield of a Bauer simplex A and a 
group of affine homeomorphisms of A (the powers of T) for which the fixed 
points form a face. 
The following examples how Theorem 4.2 is not valid for arbitrary con- 
vex compact set. 
Let L2(R) be the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on R. Let 
{ U,, x E R> be the unitary representation of R on L2( R) defined by 
(U,cp)(y) = cp(y -x) for any x, y E R, p E L2(R). Let A be the unit ball of 
L2( lx): 
A= h=L2(JW)i lIcpll2~l~. 
Then A is convex compact set for the weak topology on L*(R). The unitary 
operators {U,, x E R} define a continuous representation of R as affine 
homeomorphisms of A. Hence all conditions of Theorem 4.2 are fulfilled 
except A is not a simplex. 
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For any q, tj E L2( R) the function x E Iw H (U,q, $) vanishes at infinity. 
Hence by the Stone-Weirstrass theorem any point of A is m-slowly 
oscillating. But the only fixed point of A is the origin of L*(R) which is not 
extremal in A. 
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